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STATEMENT OF THE CASE
(I)

Appellant. Matthew Mazzonc (Mazzonc) suffered severe burn on his arm from tripping,
falling and his ann being immersed into a 360 c deep fat fryer while employed by Texas
Roadhouse, Inc. erR!). After the accident, Mazzone began to suffer from extremely debilitating
symptoms including anxicty, severe depression, reoccurring nightmares about burning and
flashbacks to the accidcnt.

Mazzone was diagnosed with post traumatic stress disorder (PTSD).

Both of his treating psychiatrists opined that Mazzone's accidental burning injury and subsequent
treatment wer the predominant cause of his PTSD. However, the Industrial Commission denied
his claim based on, iDter-alia, the opinion of TRY's psychologist that Mazzone did not suffer from
a traumatic cvent or accident.
(ii)

Course of the proceeding.

Mazzonc filed a complaint regarding his psychological injuries with the Industrial
Commission (Commission) on Fcbruary 21, 2008. ( R. p. 1.) TRI filed an answcr and denial on
February 26, 2008. ( R. p. -I).
An evidentiary hearing was held before the Commission Referee, LaD awn Marsters on
Decembcr 9, 2010.

Findings of fact, Conclusions of law and Recommendations of LaD awn

Marsters were filed on August 5, 2011 denying Mazzone's claim. (R. J7. 6).
The Commission adopted the referee's findings and conclusions under order dated August
5,2011 stating that Mazzone failed to prove hc had a psychological injury as defined by Idaho
Code §72-541. (R. p. D).
Mazzone filed a request for rehearing August 24, 2011. (R. p. 44) TRI filed a response
on September 1, 20 J 1. (R. p. 49). The Commission denied Mazzone's request by order dated
September 16,2011 (R. p. -19). Mazzone filed a request, affidavit and brief for reconsideration
on September 27, 2011. ( R. p 53, 56, and 60). TRI filed a response and motion to strike on
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September 29,2011. (R. p. H7)
Before the Commission ruled on Mazzone's request for reconsideration, Mazzone filed a
notice of appeal on October 28,2011. ( R. p. 92).
The Commission entered an order denying Mazzone's request for reconsideration on
\lovcmbcr 1, 2011 stating the Commission did not have jurisdiction. ( R. p. 90)
A notice of appeal was filed on the 26th day of October, 2011. Certificate of appeal was
filed November ]7, 2011.

Certificate of record was filed November 2, 2011.

Notice of

completion was filed December 12,2011. ( R. p. 97, 95, 98).
(iii)

On a Sunday in November, 2005, while Mazzone was on duty as lXI's kitchen manager,
he suffered a traumatic burn injury. It was close to closing time and TRI's kitchen staff was
finishing orders. preparing for closing and cleaning. Mazzone was at a cooking station preparing
a b-ied food order near the deep fat f)-yers. Another kitchen staff member left a cleaning bucket in
front of the fryers. and as Mazzone backed up to turn to use the fryerS he tripped on the bucket.
He tried to catch himself with his right arm which plunged into the 365 degree fryer.

He

screamed and tried to wash the sizzling oil off his arm. Mazzone was in so much pain that he
cravvled under the kitchen sink and just cried. He was taken to the emergency room at Eastern
Idaho Regional Medical Center an then life flighted to the University of Utah Burn Center. ( R. p.
69: Tr. p. 33-36). His treatment required extremely painful debriding or scrubbing dead tissue

ti-om his wounds until he bled multiple times each day. (Tr. p. 26-2
Mazzone began to suffer graphic and disturbing nightmares. He describes being haunted
by horrible nightmares ... night tremors ... flashbacks .. and repeatedly reliving his accident of falling
into hot oil, his skin boiling from heat-fire, him trying to escape, crying and be and his family
being on fire. (R. p.

·m,

Fr. ·10, L 1-25). His nightmares are ever present to this day. He can

not sleep in he and his \\'ife's bedroom. He saw a shO\\' on their bedroom television where a
man's hands were burnt in a deep fat fryer and since then he has been unable to sleep there. (R.
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1, Tr. p ..JJ. L 2-1-1)

He experiences repeated night sweats usually requiring him to change his

night shirt. He reported these recurring nightmares of burning to his medical providers. (R. 71.
li~

V/!. L /1-25)
Approximately three months after the accident, Mazzone gradually returned to work. His

arm wounds were still healing and he wore protective wear. He felt very uncomfortable at work.
Ilc felt breathless. nervous. sick and worried. (R. 7/; Tr p. ·12 .. 43). He was so uneasy in the
kitchen he often switched to front store manager to avoid working in the kitchen.

When he

smelled the fryer scent of the kitchen, he experienced fear. nausea and panic. This tear is so
overwhelming that he and his wife cannot go out to a restaurant. (R. 71; Tr. 43-4-1).
Alter returning to vvork. he was so ovenvhelmed that he asked to transfer to another TRI
location to ease his extreme feelings and intrusive thoughts about his accident location.

I Ie

transferred to a TRI store in Massachusetts but it was short-lived because the TRI restaurants are
identical and nothing changed for him.

His sleeping nightmares and waking anxiety grew

progressively vvorse. resulting in less sleep and more frequent vivid nightmares of burning. (Tr

p. -/5, 1,. 18-25, 46, 47).
Not a day goes by that Mazzone does not think about the day he was burned and what it
has done to his family.

(Tr p. 48, L. 19-25; p. 49, L. 1-8).

Mazzone developed a distrust of

fellow employees doing things which may hurt him. His anxiety "takes [hisl breath avvay ... !hisJ
stomach starts spinning and his head starts hurting."
beating. (Tr. p. -/9, L. 22-25: p. 50,

I Ie feels nauseous and hears his heart

r. 3-9).

Mazzone sought medical help from the District Seven State Mental Health Center. Staff
psychiatrist, Dr. Murdock. M.D .. treated Mazzone with medications for his anxiety, depression
and nightmares.

(Tr. p. 51, L. 4-25).

Even with medication. Mazzone had nightmares and

flashbacks or recurrent memories of burning during waking hours. He is reminded of it everyday
when he goes to the food bank to get food for his family. (Tr. p. 53, L. 5-25; p. 54, L. 1-/4).
He continued with treatment. However. Dr. Murdock was transferred to State Hospital
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South and Dr. Mary Ostrum, M.D., took over Mazzone's treatment.

His mental eondition

detcnorated to the point of suicidal thoughts which required inpatient treatment three different
time in the Eastern Idaho Regional Medical Center Behavioral Health Center. (Tr p. 54. L. / H. p.

L. / /

5)

In describing or rating his anxiety condition currently. he related that "some

days it's extremely high ... some days ... it's medium."
"neverlight." (Tr.p. 57.

r.

But 1110st days are "above medium" and

6-15).

Manone tried different kinds

work.

He vvorked as a technician changing toner

cartridges but that job did not work out. He was asked to climb up into a ceiling and a coworker
"was to hold the ladder for him. And sure enough that didn't happen, and [he] did fall and get
hurt. And that just reinforeed the premise of [him] not being able to have mueh trust in anybody
[bel worqed] with." (1'1' p. 59. L. -1-12)
Mazzone testified be really misses his career and the ability to support his family. (II'. p .

. L. 17-25)

This remembrance translates into his sense of a foreshortened future.

In this

regard he shared that:
"[His I future JS uneertain .. .it's really hard "vhen you don't know
where your next meals coming from or how you're going to get
toys tor your kids at Christmas. It's hard to think about tomorrow
or the next day, let alone your future."

(Tr. p. 66, L 8-23).

Mrs. Mazzone (hereinafter referred to as Randi) was at his side at the Burn Center at
University of Utah Medical Center. She vividly remembered:
"That he was in a great deal of pain, that he was heavily medicated,
that they had to dress his wounds several times a day. That was an
extremely painful process. That they ... [gavel an extra dose ... of
pain medicine bel'(nehand so that they could debride his 'vvound
which was tortuous to wateh cause he was in screaming pain ... they
would have several nurses come in to [hold] dO'vvn his legs ... so he
wouldn't thrash about while they were doing it. .. The tooL.steel
bristle like brush tool to serape off all the dead skin [andJ ... soapy
wash cloth to clean the area."

(Tr. p. 116. L. 13-25: p. /I . L. I-fl\).
8

After Mazzone returned home. Rancli observed that it v,as disturbing to watch Mazl'.one
because he docs

110t

look like he is

sleeping. J lc is twitching and talking. On several

nights she woke up to Mazzone screaming while he is still asleep and him darting out of bed in a
dead run like he is trying to get away and running straight into the wall, knocking himself out.
I Ie is screaming "make it stop. it hurts, I'm burning." When she asked what he vvas trying to get
away from he replied "burning". (Tr. p. 118, L 13-25. p. J19. L 1-10).
She further described how Mazzone has changed since his burn. Before the burn he was
very outgoing and friendly. They would have company over or go out to dinner with friends. He
had a very extroverted personality. He was caring, warm. and fun to be around. lie would make
her fancy dinners. He does not do that anymore. He has become very withdrawn. He does not
talk to people. At home he segregates himsel f and is not very interactive with the family. I Ie is
very quiet. (Tr. p. 1 J 9, L 17-25: p. /20. L

II)

A few months before the hearing, Randi related that they were in their bedroom watching
a television show which showed someone burning. He instantly left the room and has not been
back since. He sleeps on the couch now. (Tr. p. 120, L. 12-23).
with medication to help him sleep, he is baving dreams which torment him. When
he hears sounds of hoiling water or smells cooking oil or burnt dinner. he is very disturbed. They
have tried to go out to dinner. After they get seated and order, Mazzone gets up and walks out
and she stays to pay the check. For a long time before that. he could not handle even driving by
some restaurants. (Tr p. 121, L 20-)5)
Randi spoke of Mazzone wanting and trying to work but distrusting co-workers putting
him into situations which would lead him to being injured. She related how he sees his roll as
that of the breadwinner, the sole breadwinner. He feels that he needs to provide for his family.
He's always \vanted to work.

But, even now. he has an extremely distressful time working

because of his fear of co-workers. (Tf' p. 122. L. 14-25: p. 123. L. 1-6).
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Doctor Chad Murdock, M.D.
Dr. Chad Murdock, M.D. is a licensed psychiatrist experienced in treating adults and
since 198!.

I Ie was employed

the District Seven State Mental Health Outpatient

Center where he hegan treating Mazzone in 2008 through 2009. (R. p. 6R; C'v[ Dep p 5, L /7-

25). He deserihed Mazzone's symptoms including a lot of nightmares, thrashing around in his
sleep. feelings of hopelessness and being a failure because he'd try to go to work and fall apart,
rmsmg

ahout him not feeling

. MaZ/nne would regress just hy going into a

restaurant and sensing the deep fat fryers. Just heing in the restaurant would make him severely
anxious and distressed being sensitive to those smells.
Dr. Murdock further expressed that traumatic f1ashbacks and dreams of reliving differcnt
aspects

or trauma

is a vcry common and frcquent symptom of post traumatic stress.

(Dr

Murdock Depo. (eM Dep.) p. 8, L 23-25; p. 9, L. 1-10: p. 12, L. 1-16). Mazzone spoke to Dr.
Murdock about being hurned in the deep fat tl'yer while working at TRI, painful treatment at the
burn unit at Univcrsity

Utah Hospital, vvhat had happcncd and things that were triggering

similar PTSD symptoms, depression and

. (C

Dep. p 8, L. /·J-20)

As Dr. Murdock evaluated him, Mazzonc related reliving debridement at the burn unit
which was terrifying. Dr. Murdock's review of Mazzone's chart notes revealed that (1) being
back in the restaurant re-triggers the smell of burning flesh; (2) having nightmares and screaming
"get me out of the hot"; (3) having a hard time keeping jobs bccause of anxiety and stress; (4)
feeling worthless because he can not keep a job; (5) continuing nightmares; and (6) worrying
about the anniversary of his burn with anxiety being at the highest it's been since his son had to
go to the burn center of Salt Lake in 2008. (R.

: eM J)cp. p. /3, L 7-25: p. /.1. L. J-25: p. J5,

L 14-/6).
Dr. Murdock's clinical notes are supported by the intake assessment which records that
since Mazzone's burn:
"[H) c has been experiencing nightmares, foreshortened sense of
the future, crying spells, mood instability, anxiety, f1ashbacks,

o

intensive memories, sleep problems, hypersensitivity, and feeling
as if his body and psyche arc much more fragilc ... fIe gets severe
headaches [and] has great difficulty eating fried foods because
smell will often trigger an olfactory flashback to the smell of
burning flesh."
(('V!

Dep. Exh F p. 3, Claimant's Exhihit F. p. 3)

Dr. Murdock diagnosed Mazzone with post traumatic stress disorder (PTSD) and severe
depression. [n defining the severity of the PTSD he pointed to Mazzone's flashbacks from the
smell of burning skin triggered by smells of the restaurant nightmares springing from fears of
going back into the

and terrors associated with his debridement at the burn center. (R.

~6,

('vf [)ep. p. 18, f. 9-25: p. f9, F f--f3)

In Dr. Murdock's report of December 3, 2007, he opined that "Mr. Mazzone's current
symptoms are a direct result of the trauma he suffered due to his industrial frying accident at
Texas Roadhouse and the trauma he suffered in the treatment of his severe burns from his
accident." (C/'v1 Dep. Exhihit F. p. 2, ('Zoiman/'s exhihit p. 2).
When Dr. Murdock was asked his opinion as to the predominant, primary aggregate cause
of all causes causing PTSD, he stated "[T]he burns and their treatment." (R. 76: eiV! Depo p. 20,

L f 5-23)
Doctor Mary Beth Ostrum, M.D.
Dr. Ostrum, M.D. is a board certified psychiatrist Sll1ce 1991 and worked at State
Hospital until 2008. She went on staff at the EIRMC Behavioral Health Center (BHC) in 2006.

(1\1/0 Depo p./, L J()-25: p. 5, L 1-8)
Dr. Ostrum first saw Mazzone during a stay at the BHC in 2009 and remembered him
being very depressed and suicidal with issues arising from his post traumatic stress disorder. She
also treated him on an outpatient basis at the 1\1ental Wellness Center. aviO Depo p. 7, L 12-22:
p. 5, F8-2 f}.

Dr. Ostrum testified that subsequent to Mazzone's traumatic injury in 2005, he exhibited
issues with intrusive recollection, frequent nightmares related to the event and recall of the event

1J

on a daily basis. (/v10 Depo p. 11, L 1-10).
Dr. Ostrum opined that the cause of Mazzone's PTSD was the workplace injury when he
was sevcrely burned based on thc symptoms beginning at that point in time with intrusive
memories and nightmarcs relating to reliving the burn injury.

When not medicated. the

nightmares wcre reported as nightly and increased daily anxiety. (iVIO Depo p. 13, L 1-1

In her

Ion.

degree of medical certainty.

PTSf) is

ly related to his burn accident to a reasonable

(MO Depo p. 15, L 13-22).

Dr. Ostrum further opincd that

Mazzone's PTSD was predominately caused by the burn injury. (ivlO Depo p. 33, L 13-25).
The transcript of her deposition reads as follmvs:

"Q
A.

The PTSD that Matthew has, was it predominantly caused
by the burn injury?
Yes."

(lvl0 Dcp. p. 33, L. 13-25: See appendix A)

WERE HiE COMMISSION'S FINDINGS AND CONCLUSIONS THAT MAZZONE DID
SUFFER A PSYCHOLOGICAL INJURY UNDER [DAIlO CODE ~72-451 SUPPORTED
BY SUBSTANTIAL AND COMPETENT EVIDENCE?

v.

Appellant claims attorney's fees under Idaho Code §72-804 based upon TRI and it's surety
contesting his claim without reasonable grounds.

A.
STANDARD OF REVIE\V
"When this Court rcvieyvs a decision of the Commission. it
exercises free review over question of law.
See Qg~len v.
ThQ1JJJ2§2l1 __J28 IdahQ 87.LS_Bo_.9Ji)_!?2~759. 760 (1996). With
respect to the questions of fact, the Court's review is limited to
determining whether substantial and competent evidence supports
12

the decision. See jVfQlt(~{!z[!fLIIQ}~J2_8_1ci(l1~l)J (, t.l.§jJJJ P.2d
754. 757 (J 99fu.
If the Commission's findings of fact are
supported by substantial and competent evidence, they will not be
disturbed on appeal. See Reedv v. M. H. King. Co. 128 Idaho 896.
920 P.2d 915 (1996).
Further, "[t]hi5 Court's review of
Commission decisions is limited to determination of whether the
findings of fact arc supported by substantial and competent
evidence." Boley v. S'tate, 130 Idaho 278, 280, 939 P.2d 854, 856
(1997); I.e. § 72-732( 1). Substantial evidence is more than a
scintilla of proof, but less than a preponderance. See Boley, 130
Idaho at 280, 939 P.2d at 856. It is relevant evidence that a
reasonable mind might accept to support a conclusion. Id.

In addition. it is within the Commission's province to decide \vbat
\veight should be given to the [~Icts presented and conclusions
drawn from those facts. See SC:J.tLnan0._~\;j(/yco.Aut() Painting &
/3odyworks. 128 Idaho 747. 918 P.2d 1192 (1996).
The
Commission's conclusions on the weight and credibility of the
evidence should not be disturbed on appeal unless they are clearly
erroneous. Sec Tt71eafol1 vjndwlCc.J217ecio/ lnclc:m. Fund, 129 Idaho
.L-'_='~.c..,=_c,,_.-,--=.u 99(2}."
IdJIX11a v. JR Simp/of Co. 138 Idaho 513, 5 f4 9

P,2d II

! j 79 (! 999).

COMMISSION'S FINDINGS
SUFFER A PSYCHOLOGICAL

According to

I.e.

§ 72-45 L physical-mental injuries are compensable, but they must meet

the following conditions paraphrased as:
"1) The injury was caused bv an accident and
physical 111JllrY or occupational disease or
psychological mishap accompanied by resultant
physical injury;

2)
The injury did not arise from conditions
generally inherent in every working situation or
from a personnel related action;
3)
Such accident and injury must be the
predominant cause as compared to all other causes
combined of any consequence;
4) The causes or
objective sense:

ir~juries

must exist in a real and

13

5) The condition must be one which constitutes a
diagnosis under the Amcrican Psychiatric
Association's most recent diagnostic and statistics
manual, and must be diagnosed by a psychologist or
psychiatrist licensed in thc jurisdiction in which
treatment is rendered."
In addition. it must be proven by clear and convincing evidence
that the psychological injuries arose out or and in the course of
employment from an accident or occupational disease. r.c. ~ 72451 (6). "Clear and convincing c\idence mcans a degree of proof
greater than a mere preponderance." In rh(LixlitJLer of Gordon W
Jenkins, 120 Idaho 379. 383. 816 P.2d 335. 339 (1991). Further,
the statute provides that it should not "be construed as allowing
compensation for psychological injuries from psychological causes
without accompanying physical injury." I.e. ~ 72-451."

Lultrell v. CleanFater Co. Sheriff's Ofjice. 14() Idaho 5R I. 5R2, 97 P. 3d ·148, ..f.49 (200..f.).
Our Suprcme Court recognized that: "[Wle must libcrally construe the provisions of the
workers' compensation law in favor of the employees in order to serve the humane purposes for
'vvhich the law was promulgated."

MJ!1:LYDJ~I!im{fhl!:!L}~_1~:(lfi()11(LL (yr

Idoho 337, 3..f.O, 900 P2d 13·j8, 1351 (1995),

Rental License Ass 'n, 127

jfl1SeJLL~'iI)LQLl~()(~tjelL(),

135 Idaho -106,18

P.3d 211 (2000).
If there is doubt concerning whether the accident in question arose out of and in the
course of employment, it will be resolved in favor of the employee. Stevens-},;[cAtfe v. Por/aren

Corporation. Docker No. 35342 (200R) , E!clge

1~clJ:1cCain

FOQds Ins;_,-, 141 Idaho 342, 109 P2d

1084 (2005): piniuS' v. Loving Care and More, Inc., 133 Idaho 572, 990 P.2d 738 (1999).
The American Psychiatric Association DSM-IV -TR manual sets forth the criteria for
posttraumatic stress disorder as follows:
"A. The person bas been exposed to a traumatic event in which
both of the following have been present:
(1) the person experienced, witnessed. or was confronted \vith an
event or events that involved actual or threatened death or serious
injury, or a threat to the physical integrity or sci f or others (2) the
person's response involved intense fear. helplessness, or horror.
Note: In children this may be expressed instead by disorganized or
agitated behavior.
14

B. The traumatic event is persistently reexperienced
more) of the following ways:

111

one (or

(1) recurrent and intrusive distressing recollections of the event,
including images. thoughts. or perceptions. Note: in children,
repetitive play may occur in which themes or aspects of the trauma
are expressed.
(2) recurrent distressing dreams of the event. Note: In children,
there may be hightening dreams without recognizable content. (3)
acting or feeling as if the traumatic event \vere recurring (includes
a sense of reliving the experience, illusions. hallucinations, and
dissociative t1ashback episodes. including those that occur upon
awakening or vvhen intoxicated). Note: fn young children, traumaspecific reenactment may occur.
(4) intense psychological distress at exposure to internal or
external cues that symbolize or resemble an aspect of the traumatic
event.
(5) physiological rcactl\/lty on exposure to internal or external
an aspcct or the traumatic event.
cues that symbolize or
C. Persistent avoidance of stimuli associated with the trauma and
numbing of general responsiveness (not present before the trauma),
as indicated by three (or more) of the following:

(J) efforts to avoid thoughts, feelings. or conversation associated
with the trauma
(2) efforts to avoid actIVItIes, places, or people that arouse
recollections of the trauma
(3) inability to recall an important aspect of the trauma

(4) markedly diminished interest or participation in significant
activities
(5) feeling of detachmcnt or estrangement from others
(6) restricted range of affect (e.g., unable to have loving feelings)
(7) sense of foreshortened future (e.g. does not expect to have a
career, marriage, children. or a normal life span)

D. Persistent symptoms of increased arousal (not present before
the trauma), as indicated by two (or more) of the following:
(1) difficulty falling or staying asleep (2) irritability or outbursts of
anger (3) difficulty concentrating (4) hypervigi lance (5)
exaggerated startle response
15

E. Duration of the disturbance (symptoms in Criteria B, C. and D)
is more than one month.

F.
The disturbance causes clinically signi ficant distress or
impairment in sociaL occupationaL or other important areas of
functioning.
5,/Jcci/y if Acute: if duration of symptoms is less than 3 months
Chronic: if duration of symptoms is 3 months or more
Spccit); if With Delayed Onset: if onset of symptoms is a least 6
months after the stressor.
II

( R. p. 27. 28; DSM-IV-TR p. cf76-46R) (emphasis added). "In addition, the DSM-IV-TR
provides that malingering should be ruled out in situations implicating secondary gam
motivations." (Id. at p. 467).

/I

(R. p. 27, 28, Findings p.

par. 60, p. 23, par. 60).

1.
MAZZONE PROVIDED COMPELLING. COMPETENT AND SUBSTANTIAL PROOF

REGARDING EACH ELEMENT

IDAHO CODE SECTION 72-451.

Mazzone was working for TRI as a kitchen manager when the accident occurred in the
kitchen area of TRI restaurant. His right arm was burned by a 365 degree fryer in TRI's kitchen.
His skin was severely and physieally injured. requiring a life flight to a burn center where he
undenvent extremely painful debridement treatments.
After his horrifie burn accident, Mazzone began to experience vivid, recurrent and severe
nightmares centered around burning and trying to escape from burning. He would wake up
screaming and running at a dead run into a wall. After he returned to work, the sights and smells
of the kitchen triggered flash backs to the accident and reminded him of his burning t1esh. At
these moments, Mazzone described his physical reaction as anxious, breathlessness and nausea.
The triggers, for these reactions, were not isolated to being in TRTs restaurant or work place but
being in any restaurant, cooking at home, watching television and seeing people on TV being
burned.
As these nightmares, flashbacks and anxiety beeame unmanageable and Mazzone became
hopeless, Mazzone sought professional help. He went to District Seven State Mental Health
16

Center. He was assess, diagnosed and treated for post-traumatic stress disorder (PTSD) and
severe depression. Dr. Chad Murdock. M.D. confirmed this and opined that MalZone did suffer
from PTSD and sen:re depression. lie described tbe symptoms of the PTSD as the nightmares.
flashbacks and anxiety which featured burning as the theme or source of origination. Based on
the direct correlation bet\veen the symptoms of the PTSD revolving around burning and the
accident involving burning, Dr. Murdock determined that Mazzone's PTSD was caused by the
accident and the accident was the predominant cause of Mazzone's PTSD. Dr. Murdock
specifically testified that:
"Mr. Mazzone's current symptoms are a direct result of the trauma
he suffered due to the industrial accident at Texas Roadhouse and
the trauma suffered in the treatment of his severe burn from the
accident."

( R.

0/''11 Dcp. p. 2 I, LI-

Dr. Murdock {'urther opined that the "burns and their treatment"

were "the predominant, primary, or greatest cause of all causes causing his PTSD." (R. 76, DM
Dep. p. 20. L. 7-23).
Whcn Dr. Murdock was questioned about other potential causes of Mazzonc's PTSD
including trauma of Mazzonc and Ramii's still born baby, Dr. Murdock recalled that it occurred
three years prior to the burn accident and Mazzone had been hospitalized briefly but had actually
snapped out of it and had been functioning and working. And aner considering the possible
causcs of Mazzone's PTSD. Dr. Murdock affirmatively agreed that Ma:aone's traumatic burn
injury at TRI and burn treatment was the predominant cause as opposed to all others. Dr.
Iv1urdock does not identify any cause for the PTSO other than those flowing from Mazzone's
burn accident in the deep fat fryer at TRI.
Dr. Ostrum came to the same eonciusion as did Dr. Murdock regarding Mazzone's severe
burn being the cause of his PTSO "[b ]ecause his symptoms began after that point in time with the
intrusive memories and nightmares and the gradual increasing issues associated with the triggers
in that environment" with the nightmares relating to Mazzone reliving the burn incident. (DO
Dep. p. 12. L 16-25)
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The compelling and undeniable causal link between IvIazzone's burn accident and his
P'lSD, is the prominent symptoms/nightmares, flashbacks and anxiety sharply focused on
burning and reliving the accident in TRI's restaurant.
Elements Qi' Section 72A51.
Mazzone was accidentally burned in the course or his cmployment with TRI. Because of
the accident, he began having recurrent nightmares and flashbacks 0 f burning and developed the
psychological injuries of post traumatic stress disorder, anxiety and severe depression. His
PTSD symptoms include sleeplessness, sweating. nausea. anxiety and depression. The cause and
the injury exist in a very real and objective sense. Mazzone's PTSD injury did not arise from
conditions generally whereas in every working situation from personnel related actions.
His accident and injury are a predominant cause as compared to all other causes.
Mazzone's PTSD condition was diagnosed by two treating licensed psychiatrists and constitutes a
diagnosis under the American Psychiatric Association's most recent diagnosis manual DSM
criteria.
Criteri"LQJ])SM Mangal.
Mazzone was exposed to the traumatic event of his arm heing immersed in a 360 0 hot
deep fat fryer and terrifying medical treatment. His burning experience included a serious injury
to his skin and a threat to his physical integrity. Mazzone's response involved intense fear,
helplessness and horror. He repeatedly relives the horror of burning in nightmares and flash
backs. He is afraid or seriously anxious about going into a restaurant or working with others
again. The smell of a deep fat fryer triggers the sense of his burning flesh. He has a hard time
working because of his anxiety over being hurt again. which ieads to him feeling worthless.
rendering him hopeless.
Mazzone persistently re-expericnces this traumatic burning event by recurrent and
distressing dreams of the event, recurrent and intrusive recollections of the event and feeling as if
the event were reoccurring.
18

Mazzone experiences intense anxiety or psychological distress or reactivity to cues that
17C

thc evcnt including

'ng the smell ofhurning flesh

lora

and his mtense anxiety resulting in his leaving a restaurant shortly after he sits dovvn and orders.
Mazzone persistently avoids the stimulus associated with the trauma in a number of ways.
He avoids restaurants and he will not work with others fearing they will harm him. He was an
and friendly pcrson before the traumatic injury. I Ie used to make fancy dinners, have
friends over. or go out and socialize. His \vife Randi Mazzone described him as caring, warm,
extroverted and fun to be around before his accident. She testified that since the accident he is
very withdrawn. he does not talk to people. he is quiet and at home he segregates himself and is
not very interactive with his family.
Mazzone has persistent symptoms of increased arousal which were not present before his
accident. He has extreme difficulty sleeping. He has nightmares, screams about burning and
tries to escape. He has a hard time concentrating because of intrusive thoughts or flashbacks of
burning or fears of heing burnt.
The duration of Mazzone's psychological disturbances arc daily and become so severe he
requires inpatient treatment for suicidal ideation.
Mazzone's psychologial disturbance pervades every area of his life from slecp_ \vork and
social interaction \vith family and others, resulting in clinically significant distress or impairment

in social, occupational, or other important areas of functioning.
Mazzone's psychological disorders more than meet all of the criteria diagnosis of PTSD
under the DSM-IV manual of the American Psychiatric Association.
2.

THE COMMISSION REFEREE RELIED ON EVIDENCE OUTSIDE THE RECORD,
SUPPLIED IT'S OWN UNQUALIFIED MEDICAL OPINION, DISREGARDED TESTIMONY
OF TREATING PHYSICIANS AND ACCEPTED AN UNSUBSTANTIATED MEDICAL
OPINION.
Our workers' compensation Imv does not require a worker to be in good health at the time
of his or her injury. The Cact that a worker may have been weak and predisposed to injury does
19

not prevent an award "since our compensation law does not limit awards to workmen who, prior
to the injury were in sound emotion and perfect health. Rather, an employer takes an employee
as he finds him." Wvnn v. JR Simp/or Co .. 105 Idaho 102, 103, 666 P.2d 629, 632 (1983); c'vIiller

L~!?lor£CilJ1CIJL

79 Idaho ·/0, 3 I I P. 2e1 976 (195 7), vVar/Lck 1'. Drjscoll, 68 Idaho 552, 2()0 P2d

1014 (J 948); Teater v. Dairv-men's C'ooperative Creamea 68 Idaho 152, 190 p.2d 687 (l94f));

(19·13), Woodbury v. Arata Fruit Co., 64
Idaho 227, 130 P.2d 8

(1912): Arcl11[,,llenCLL1])lImph

;'din~Q..,

63 iduho 769, 126 P2d 1

(1942), PazdLx:. Preston Theaters Cor]2" 63 Idaho 59·1, 12,/ P2d 562 (1942); In re Soran, 57
Idaho 483,67 p.2d 906 (1937): Beaver v.Morrison-Knudsen Co., 55 Idaho 275,41 P.2d 605
(/935); t.i:.gjIs.cLLEc;c:tftJ:rl l'v1jn. El£...CQ~, 53 Idaho 362,24 p.2d 325 (/933): Sttpuse v.1lerc1Ile0.
lvIin. Co., 51 Idaho , 1 p.2d 203 (1931), liCJl1son y-,--ll1c!.c;pendel1/ School Dis!. 1 1,50 Idaho 81,
294 P 513 (1930); Ll1....t.§..J"a[sol1, 48 Idaho 136,

P. 1087 (1929) This court has held that:

"No special verbal formula is necessary when, as here, a doctor's
testimony plainly and unequivocally conveys his conviction that
events are causally related."
910, 591 P2d 1-/3, J./8 (1979), Jensel1J!:...

City o{Pocatello, 135 Idaho 406, J8 P.3d 211 (2000).

The Commission relied on evidence outside the record which were not submitted as
exhibits. testimony or by deposition as requested by Rule 10 of the Judicial Rules of Practice and
Procedure.
In findings number 9 and 37 the Commission reviewed Mazzone's prescription history
and gave it's own unqualified medical opinion of what Mazzone's preinjury medical diagnosis
based on his prescriptions. stating:
"Claimant has a prescription history .. .indicating treatment for
sleeplessness, hipolar disorder. anxiety disorder, migraines and
depression. Beginning in 2001. Claimant received Lorazepam
pills, commonly prescribed for short-term treatment of severe
anxiety and panic attacks, as well as migraines; Zoloft antidepressant pills; Zyprexa pills. commonly prescribed to treat
20

bipolar disorder; Temazepam pills, commonly prescribed for
insomnia: Clonazepam pills currently prescribed to treat seizures
and panic disordeL as well as migraines: Topamax pills commonly
prescribed for epileptic seizures and migraines: Gabitril pills,
prescribed to treat partial epileptic seizures and
migraines; and Ambien sleep aid pills."

( R. p. ii; Filldi ngs, p. 6, par. 9).
The Commission again provided unqualified medical testimony as to Mazzone's postinjury prescription record as follows:
"Claimant has a prescription history at Walgreen's Pharmacy
following November 13, 2005. indicating treatment for
sleeplessness. bipolar disorder, anxiety disorder, seizures and
depression. In 2007 and 2008 Claimant received Sonata sleeping
aid pills: Alprazolam pills. commonly prescribed to treatment
anxiety disorder and panic attacks ... "

( R. p. 19: Findings p. 14. par. 37)
The entire DSM-rV manual was not admitted into evidence but the Commission quoted
from it in findings 10. 19, and 27 to medically interpret without qualified medical testimony to
make findings 28, 29, 32, 70 and 77. (R. p. J i-I 2, Findings p. 6- ; R. p. I.:f, Findingsp. 9; R. p.

16. J ,Findings p. /6-17).
It is one thing for the Commission to choose to accept or reject medical testimony but it
is quite another for the Commission to give unqualified medical opinions which were not
evidence submitted by exhibit testimony or by deposition as required by Rule 10. Idaho Code

§72-451 requires evidence from a licensed psychiatrist or psychologist. The Commission went
clearly beyond the bounds of it's discretion and made findings not based on competent evidence.
The Commission referee uti

10 find a reference in the DSM manual to

find that (l) PTSD sufferers dread their anniversary of their traumatic event, (2) Mazzone's
treating physician, Dr. Murdock only repOlied [PTSD] symptoms of worsening in anticipation of
the second anniversary, (3) no proof of dread of the first anniversary exists inferring that
Mazzone docs not have PTSD. (R. 30. F·indings. p. 25. par. 6
First, the internet references by the Commission were not evidence in the record or
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offered into the record by any party or in medical testimony. Second, the way the information
was used was to render an unqualified medical opinion about what a medical doctor would
expect before the anniversary of a trauma. Third. the Commission's overly natTO\\" and
hypertechnical vieyv of Mazzone's PTSD. completely disregards the evidence of Mazzone's daily
dread of burning and the worsening of his symptoms as recorded on the second anniversary. The
only logical inference would be that if a PTSD sufJerer dreads the second anniversary of being
severely burned and has nightmares

thel11. the PTSD sufferer would have also

dreaded the first anniversary.
The unofferred, unadmitted and unqualified internet evidence can not be relied on to
record evidence of the sworn testimony of a qualified medical doctors. The Commission
exceeded the boundaries of it's discretion by relying on evidence not in the record and ofTering
unqualified and unsubstantiated medical opinions to deny Mazzone worker's compensation
claim.
This court should not agree with the Commission's overly narrow and overly technical
view oCthe circumstances of this injury or allow the Commission to rely on evidence vvhieh is
neither admitted nor competent to controvert the sworn. quali fied. and admitted evidence of
Mazzone's treating physician. Wynn v. JR Simp/ot, 105 Idaho 102, 666, P.2d 629 (1983). The
Commission's impeachment of Mazzone's treating physician is not substantiated.
Finding 61 took exception to the fact that Dr. Murdock's treatment of Mazzone relied on
intake assessments of other medical personnel and clinical assessment of Mazzone with no other
testimony, evidence, or authority that it is medically unreasonable for a treating physician to
diagnose or treat without personally performing the intake or testing. (R. p. 23: Fh1dings p. 23).
Finding 62. incorrectly concludes and mischaractcrizes that Mazzone incorrectly rep0l1cd
no history of psychological disorder during his intake assessment. (R. p. 29, Findings p. 24).
The medical record in this regard simply states the f~lct that" [p]rior to his accident, Mr. Mazzone
reports one other "major" depressive cpisode "likr a stillborn death ofllis daughter." (eM Dcpo,
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F):11 F. p. -/, par./) The context of the medical record is that :Vlazzone ,vas asked what other
"major" depression episodes he has e'Cpcricnecd. Doctor Murdock was fully aware of this
traumatic event of their stillborn child vvhen he determined that Mazzone's horrific burn accident
and painful treatment thereafter were the predominant cause of his PTSD nightmares and all
other PTSD symptoms which revolved around burning.
Finding 62 also cites error in Dr. Murdock's diagnosis because he did not state that he
ruled malingering out. The Commission misapplies the unsubstantiated/unadmitted internet
evidence that the DSM manual which provides "that malingering should be ruled out in
situations implicating secondary gain moli

". First it was reasonable to assume Dr.

Murdock's opinion did not view that Mazzone's situation implicated secondary gain. Second,
TRI's IME psychologist reports that the results of Mazzone's memory malingering testing "did
not confirm malingering." (Del E~y;h. 32, p 9, par. 3, p / (), par. i). The Commission even noted
that Dr. Enright backed offhis allegation that Mazzone is malingering. ( R. 39, Findings p. 34,
par. 88).

It is uncontroverted that Mazzone is not malingering. Nevertheless, the Commission's
finding 62 improperly cited malingering as a reason that Mazzone's treating physician did not
consider the DSM criteria for PTSD diagnosis. (R. p. 39, Findings p. 24).
Finding 63 makes a distinction without a qualitative difference. The Commission tried to
impeach Dr. Murdock's diagnosis because he did not diagnose bipolar disorder. First, there is no
qualified expert testimony. evidence or authority that PTSD cannot exist if a person has a preexisting bipolar disorder. Secondly, Mazzone's other treating physician Dr. Ostrum diagnosed
him with both PTSD and bipolar disorder. (R. p. 29: Findings p. 24).
Finding 64 misstates the record by finding that Dr. Murdock did not address the subject
matter of Mazzone's recurrent nightmares. Dr. Murdock testified that Mazzone's intake
questionnaire records that Mazzone wakes up in the middle of the night screaming "get me out of
the hot". In regards to Mazzone's nightmares about burning, Dr. Murdock testified that traumatic
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l1ashbacks and dreams and reliving different aspects of trauma is a very common and frequent
symptom of post traumatic stress" ... and Mazzone had issues about reliving things related to the
burn uni1...and was terrified and reliving that..." and waking up in the middle of the night
screaming "get me out of the hot" so 1hat is

he \vas reliving. (('.\4 Depo p. 12, L 1·/-25. P

13.L. -12).

In Finding 65. the Commission states that [any] prior difficulties sleeping and
concentrating disqualify Mazzone from satisfying DSM manual criteria which require two or
more "persistent" symptoms (not present before the trauma) regarding (I) sleeping, (2) anger, (3)
concentration, (4) hyper vigilance, (5) exaggerated response. The Commission concedes that
anger issues are recorded in the medical record but states that Dr. Murdock did not actually
observe Mazzone being hyper vigilant. Prior to being burned. Mazzone did not have reoccurring
nightmares about burning which were affecting his sleep. The recurring burning nightmares
wcre recorded aftcr his burn trauma. First, he has mct the criteria. Second. a treating physician
does not have to actually observe a symptom to reach a diagnosis. And third, the law does not
disqualify Mazzone for having prior medical problems.
Finding 68 erroneousiy concludes that (1) a patient's symptoms of

must be

recorded immediately ailer the traumatic injury (2) there is nothing in the records that Mazzone
had been experiencing symptoms and/or (3) a medical doctor must identify whether a PTSD is
acute or delayed onset in order to diagnose PTSD. The record does not contain any expert
evidence to support these conclusions. Mazzone's wife. Randi. testified that after getting home
from the hospital around Christmas of 2005, Mazzone woke up, jumped out of bend screaming
"make it stop. it hurts, I'm burning." (Tr p. 117, L. 19-25, p. 119 L 1-10). She testified that "on
several occasions I have woken up to him screaming and he is still asleep. And several time he
just darted out of bed on a dead run screaming like he is trying to get away with some thing and
it's obvious he's unaware of where he's at because he's ran straight into the wall and knocked
himself[out]." (fRp. 118, L. 16-25)
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Findings 71 and 72 are not supported by the record. Dr. Murdock did account for the
second major traumatic event is Mazzone's life regarding his stillborn daughter. Dr. Murdock
review the medical issues relevant to his diagnosis and considered the impact of Mazzone's
stillborn baby. The doctor focused on all of the PTSD symptoms, nightmares, t1ashbacks and
anxiety relating to burning smells of restaurants or deep fact hyers, triggering symptoms which
directly related to Mazzone's traumatic accident. Dr. Murdock as well as Dr. Ostrum determined
that the burn accident was the predominant cause of all his PTSD symptom which feature
burning as the central theme as opposed to the depression he suffered from the loss of his baby.
Dr. Ostrum considered Mazzone's bipolar diagnosis \vhen determining that his burning \vas the
predominant cause of his PTSD. (Findinf!;
In regards to Findings 74, 75 and 76, the Commission requires absolute and unreasonable
medical precision and improvised Commission imposed medical protocol which has no basis
anywhere in the record, testimony or other authorative source admitted in the record. The
Commission has exceeded it's discretion to come up with medical rules which were not proven
and do not exist.
Finding 76 excludes Dr. Ostrum's opinion evidence although her deposition was admitted
into the record pursuant to Rule 10. (h p. J 1H))

The Commission can not exclude evidence

in this manner. (Rule / OJ
Finding 77 requires Dr. Ostrum to precisely parrot the criteria of the DSM manual rather
than to consider all the facts she determines as medically reasonable or required to make the
diagnosis she made. Medical testimony is not required to he an exact duplicate of the standard.
Jensen v. Citv o{Pocatello, /35 Idaho 406,18 P3d 211.
Finding 77 does not accurately state Dr. Ostrum's testimony. The Commission states that
Dr. Ostrum did not opine that Mazzone's burn accident was the predominant cause of his PTSD.
However, Dr. Ostrum's testimony clearly states that:
(i\)

Mazzone suffers fi'om reoccurring nightly nightmares related to his
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reliving the burn incident. Ot{O Dep. p. 13, L. 1-15).
(B)

Mazzone has PTSD relating to his burn accident. (MO Dep. p. 15, L 20-

22, p 16, L 3-9)
( C)

Mazzone's burn injury was the predominant cause of his PTSD. (\;to Dep.

p. 33, L. 13-25, See p. 3 in Appendix Ii attClched hereto)
(D)

Mazzone has a 70% permanent impairment from his PTSD (A{O Dep. p.
19, L. I 18, p. 23.

(E)

r.

2)

She did not feel she could apportion a percentage to pre-existing otber
psychiatric issue. (A10 Dep. p. 22, L 1-3).

Neither apportionment nor permanent impairment were at issue. Only the issue of
causation was tried before the Commission. The Commission misinterpreted evidence of
apportionment, which was not at issue, with causation which was at issue. (Fr. p. 16, L. 1-6).
Finding 78 is not a correct review of the record. Dr. Murdock and Dr. Ostrum identified
trust issues whieh relate to how the hurn accident happened to Mazzone. It is certainly
inaccurate to say leaving a restaurant joh due to trust issues are not obviously related to his burn
injury. Remember, a co-worker had left a wash bueket near the deep fat fryer and Mazzone
tripped on it and fell with his ann going into the 360 0 hot oil.
Findings 81, 82, 83, 84, 85, 86. 88 . 90. 91, and 92 are based on an IME PhD psychologist
which (1) denied Mazzone suifered t1'om a traumatic event or accident as a basis for PTSD, (2)
never once inquired what the suhject of Mazzone's reoccuring nightmares were about or why he
had anxiety from being in a restaurant, (3) began evaluation assessing Mazzone as a malingerer
without testing. (4) dishelieved testing for malingering which did not support his "impression" of
Mazzone and (5) did not review Mazzone's 20 J 0 hospital records. (ME Depo. p. 127, L. 22-25,

P. 128 L. 1-13; p. 119, L. 19-25, p. 11G. L. 1
fn finding 84, Dr. Enright did not hear Mr. Mazzone express an accident or traumatic

event in his description of what happened to him in a way Dr. Enright had experienced before.
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So Dr. Enright determined that there was not a traumatic c\ent from which PTSD could come
from. He did so without reference to the medical records of his treating physician who identified
burn accident and treatment as a traumatic event.
Dr. Enright sidc stepped around Mazzone's traumatic hurn injury and a medical records
rcpleat with references to PTSD symptoms of nightmares centered around burning to arrive at the
conclusion he was hired for. His opinion is not supported by the facts, record, reasonable
medical references or anything substantive enough to regard as substantial and competent
cvidencc. 'fhe essence of Dr. Enright's opinion is that Mazzone could not articulate a traumatic
event or accident in thc

t~,shion

Dr. Enright would accept and, because of that, Mazzone did not

have PTSD. This court has consistently refused to accept our overly narrow and overly technical
construction of an "accident". IfYl1n v. If? Simp/of Co,,-, 105 Idaho 102, 666 P 2d 629 (! 983).

Mr. Mazzone proved by clear, convincing, competent and substantial proof of his injury,
PTSD. causation and compliance with the provisions under [daho Code §72-45 1,
The Commission's Findings and Conclusions were clearly not supported by competent or
su bstantial evidence.
Appellant respectfully rcqpests reversal of the Commission's ruling in this matter.
A

DATED this

,~

.i-cf/

-/day of March, 2012

"',-

~Stepi1er1-A!

e
Attorney for Claimant
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A. Yes.

1

Q. Would you consider somewhat dramatic
3 presentations to be one characteristic of a person
4 who might be bipolar, particularly when they're in
5 their more manic stages?
A. Yes.
6
7
MR. GARDNER: I don't think I have anything
8 else at this point.
MR. MEIKLE: I do. Some redirect.
9

10
11

FURTHER EXAMINATION

12 BY MR. MEIKLE:
Q. The PTSD that Matthew has, was it
13
14 predominantly caused by the burn injury?
15
A. Yes.
16
MR. GARDNER: I didn't have an opportunity to
17 object. I would move my objection precede the
18 comment, and I'm going to object again as to the
19 foundation. It is speculative in the nature of our
20 psychiatry and it is without any basis and without
21 having reviewed a complete history of this
22 gentleman's past medical and psychiatric history.
Q. BY MR. MEIKLE: Let me ask this: Is the
23
24 bum injury the predominant cause of Mathew's PTSD?
25
A. Yes. I'm sorry.
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FURTHER EXAMINATION
BY MR. GARDNER:
Q. Doctor, I take it any opinion you've
rendered today, you haven't taken into account any
other bum injuries, any things such as this that
might have occurred in his life? You weren't even
aware of them, probably.
A. I'm not aware of any substantial burn
injuries requiring medical hospitalizations for
extended periods of time.
Q. And I don~ know in your -- do you have
ahistory of sexual abuse as a child on this
gentleman?
A. There was a single episode that I'm
aware of with the -I think, a babysitter, where he
was asked to masturbate. He then informed his family
and there was no repeat occurrence is my
understanding.
Q. If this has stuck in his mind such that
that history begins to repeat itselfthroughout the
years in medical and psychological history, would you
consider that a significant event in terms of molding
this young man?
A. Not particularly, because the -- it
might be something that you would recall, but the
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MR. GARDNER: I'm going to move my -- yes.
You're answering too quickly here.
THE WITNESS: I'm sorry.
MR. GARDNER: I'll move my objection precede
the answer. First of all, ifs the exact same
question. Same objections.
Q. BY MR. MEIKLE: Okay. Does the AMA
recognize psychiatric care and psychiatric diagnoses?
A. Yes.
Q. Is it accepted?
A. Yes.
Q. And are the opinions you've given today
and in your letter given to a reasonable degree of
medical certainty in your profession?
A. Yes.
MR. GARDNER: Just a minute. Let me -again, this has been asked and answered four or five
times and is repetitive. And, once again, just in
case there are some movements towards rendering those
opinions, I have to object to foundation on that.
Go ahead, Doctor.
THE WITNESS: Yes.
MR. MEIKLE: I think that's alii have.
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response of the adults in the environment were to
protect him and there wasn't a reoccurrence. So he
had a - there was a positive outcome to the episode,
so it was-Q. Now, the information __ I'm sorry. Go
ahead.
A. It would clearly be something you would
recall, but it wouldn't necessarily have a
significant negative impact.
Q. I guess my question is are you arguing
with the facts there, because you were not present
when any of this occurred; is that correct? You
weren't treating him at the time?
A. No, I was not.
Q. Okay. And any of that information you
just related now had to have come secondhand from
Mr. Mazzone?
A. Correct.
MR. GARDNER: All right. I don't have
anything else.
MR. MEIKLE: That's alii have.
THE WITNESS: Okay.
(The deposition concluded at 11 :01 a.m.)
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